−9 and the accuracy and efficiency are superior to that of interpolation trial function element. The reason is that interpolation trial function cannot accurately simulate the displacement mode of vibrating beam. The accuracy of dynamic stiffness matrix method is almost identical with that of analytical trial function. But the application of dynamic stiffness matrix method in engineering is limited. The beam dynamic element obtained in this paper is analytical and accurate and can be applied in practice.
Introduction
Dynamic structural analysis is essential in structure engineering design. It is especially important for large-scale structure in earthquake area, such as high-rise buildings, dam, hydropower station, oil pipelines, and gas pipelines. Dynamic problem of beam structure is common in engineering. Vibration happens at beam under earthquake, gasliquid flows, and impact. Resonance occurs when frequency of external load is close to natural frequency of structure. It is a great threat for structure safety. Therefore, perfecting accuracy and efficiency of dynamic structural analysis is to ensure structure safety and reliability.
A large number of theories and methods for dynamic structural analysis have been suggested. The analysis methods include direct solving method, energy method, and numerical method. Clough and Penzien [1] have obtained analytical solution of displacement equation for flexural vibrating beam and presented the first three-order vibration mode and the corresponding frequency of cantilever beam and simply supported beam. Jin [2] provided analytical solution of Timoshenko beam clamped two ends and subjected to uniformly distributed load according to different jump condition. Guo et al. [3] established structure element property matrix by energy principle considering flexural and torsional deformation of T-beam, and the effect of bridge local member (such as diaphragm plate). Fang and Wang [4] attained beam natural vibration frequency by analyzing dynamic property of external prestressing beam using energy method, and the solution has a better match with numerical solution. Lou and Hong [5] derived the approximation analysis technique for dynamic characteristics of the prestressed beam by applying the mode perturbation method. Carrer et al. [6] analyzed the dynamic behavior of Timoshenko beam by using boundary element method. Wu [7] analyzed the dynamic behavior of two-dimension frame with stiffening bar randomly distributed by using elasticrigid composite beam element. De Rosa et al. [8] studied the dynamic behavior of slender beam with concentrated mass at beam end, and numerical solution of frequency equation was obtained. Among them, numerical analysis represented by finite element is the main and efficient method for dynamic analysis (such as natural vibration analysis and forced vibration analysis). Finite element method was firstly proposed by Clough [9] in an article about plane elastic problem, and it is perfect in theory as a numerical method.
At present, the methods of constructing dynamic element for beam include dynamic stiffness matrix method, Galerkin method, Ritz method, energy variation method. Dynamic stiffness matrix can accurately solve differential equation of motion according to initial displacement field without any assumption, and then accurate results can be obtained irrespective of element number. This method was proposed by Koloušek [10] . To gain more accurate results, stiffness matrix of tensile torsion bar and Euler beam about frequency, that is, dynamic stiffness matrix, was firstly derived from analytical solution for studying vibration characteristics of plane truss. A lot of work on the research and development of dynamic stiffness matrix method was also done by Long and Bao [11] , Hashemi and Richard [12] , Chen et al. [13] , Banerjee et al. [14] , and Banerjee et al. [15] . Shavezipur and Hashemi [16] put forward an accurate finite element method. In this method, closed form solution of differential equation of beam not coupling flexural vibration torsional vibration was obtained by merging Galerkin weighted residual method and dynamic stiffness matrix (DSM). Result of dynamic stiffness matrix is more accurate, but analytical solution of differential equation cannot be derived when structure load or displacement boundary condition is too complex. Then dynamic stiffness matrix method is not suitable any more. According to principle of virtual displacement, a large number of research achievements on dynamic analysis of thin-walled open section beam, elastic foundation beam, and composite beam have been conducted by Chopra [17] , Hu and Dai [18] , Wang et al. [19] , Hashemi and Richard [20] , and Pagani et al. [21] . Nabi and Ganesan [22] put forward a finite element method based on free vibration analysis theory of composite beam with the first order shear deformation. Zhao and Chen [23] developed the dynamic analysis of a unified stochastic variational principle and the corresponding stochastic finite element method via the instantaneous minimum potential energy principle and the small parameter perturbation technique. On the basis of energy variation principle, Wang et al. [24] This paper focuses on constructing element for beam dynamic analysis using analytical deflection trail function based on variational method of principle of minimum potential energy and displacement element construction theory. The fruits are useful to beam dynamic analysis.
Displacement Trial Function for Beam Element
Selecting displacement trial function is one of the main contents of constructing displacement element. Appropriate displacement trial function should be in accordance with element deformation behavior and should be easy for integral of element energy functional. Element accuracy is determined by the accuracy of displacement trial function. The corresponding functional integral has a direct effect on element calculation efficiency and accuracy. With regard to beam element, displacement mode based on interpolation function is used for element displacement trial function of all kinds of problems. Linear polynomial Lagrange interpolation function meeting the continuity condition at 0 is used for axial displacement. Cubic polynomial Hermit interpolation function meeting the continuity condition at 1 is used for flexural deformation.
Take flexural deformation, for example; for the static problems of uniform cross section beam subjected to uniform distributed load, ( 4 ( )/ 4 ) = is stiffness equilibrium equation about deflection w(x). Here, is beam section flexural stiffness and q is the uniform distributed load. The accurate solution of this equation is a cubic polynomial. Cubic polynomial Hermit interpolation function meeting the continuity condition of beam end displacement is actual displacement of element. And the corresponding potential energy functional has analytic, derivable, integrable solution. For this reason, static beam element derived from Hermit interpolation shape function is accurate element.
However, for dynamic and nonlinear straight beam and every nonlinear beam, deflection equation is not cubic polynomial due to the change of equilibrium differential equation mode. Therefore, element constructed by Hermit interpolation trial function is an approximate element. The key of constructing accurate element for all kinds of problems of beam is to search analytical trial function having functional integrability.
Analytical Trial Function of Displacement for Vibrating Beam Element
The method to construct analytical trial function of displacement for vibrating beam element is as follows:
(1) to deduce the general solution of displacement equation for beam vibration containing undetermined 
Governing Equation for Beam Free
In (1), V( , ) is the displacement response for beam flexural vibration.
By applying the method of separation of variables, analytical solution of deflection equation for beam flexural vibration is obtained [1] :
In (2), flexural vibration parameter is connected with circular frequency for beam flexural vibration , = 2 √ / , EI is beam section flexural stiffness, and is beam mass per unit length.
Beam Axial Vibration Equation.
Dynamic equilibrium governing equation for beam axial vibration is expressed as
In (3), ( , ) is the displacement response for beam axial vibration.
By applying the method of separation of variables, analytical solution of deflection equation for beam axial vibration is obtained [1] :
In (4), axial vibration parameter is connected with circular frequency for beam axial vibration , = √ / , and is beam section tensile (compressive) rigidity.
Analytical Trial Function of Displacement for Dynamic Beam Element

Analytical Trial Function for Beam Flexural Vibration
(1) Parameter Determination of Displacement Function. Equation (2) can be further expressed as
where
Beam end displacement is defined as { } = { 1 1 2 2 } .
According to (5) , beam end displacement becomes 
With (7), undetermined parameter of displacement function is expressed as 
(2) Element Displacement Shape Function. By substituting (9) into (5), displacement function for element flexural vibration expressed by beam end displacement can be obtained:
If
(12) becomes
[ ] is flexural vibration displacement trial function for dynamic beam element. With (13) , it can be expressed as
where 1 , 2 , 3 , and 4 are deflection shape functions. After matrix operation, they can be expressed as
Analytical Trial Function for Beam Axial Vibration
(1) Parameter Determination of Displacement Function. Equation (4) can be further expressed as
Beam end axial displacement is defined as { } = { 1 2 } .
According to (17) , beam end axial displacement is obtained:
If = , with (18) , [ ] can be expressed as
With (19) , undetermined parameter of axial displacement function is expressed as (21) into (17), the following can be obtained:
(23) becomes
[ ] is axial vibration displacement trial function for dynamic beam element. With (23) , it can be expressed as
where 5 , 6 are axial vibration displacement shape functions. After matrix operation, they can be expressed as
Element Potential Energy Functional and Variation
Finite element formulation of dynamic beam element is constructed by principle of minimum potential energy and analytical trial function.
Potential Energy Functional.
In the light of potential energy, functional of total potential energy is given by
where is element strain energy and is potential energy of inertia force.
With element displacement, the following can be obtained:
Functional Variation and Transformation.
In the light of principle of minimum potential energy, that is, ∏ / { } = 0, element equilibrium equation is obtained:
where [ ] and [ ] are dynamic stiffness matrix and mass matrix of beam element, respectively:
(31)
Element Matrix
Flexural vibration and axial vibration are independent of one another irrespective of large deformation. Element matrixes at flexural vibration and axial vibration are obtained by applying variation on flexural vibration displacement and axial vibration displacement, respectively. 
Element Matrix for Beam Flexural Vibration
Example and Comparison
To verify the dynamic beam element constructed by analytical trial function method, the comparisons between the calculation results of this element, general beam element, and theoretical solution are conducted. 
Calculation Model
where ( ) is structure stiffness matrix with boundary displacement restraint and ( ) is structure mass matrix with boundary displacement restraint. According to natural 8 Mathematical Problems in Engineering 
Substituting (45) into (44) yields
Assuming = 2 , then ( ) = −1 ( ) ( ). The following equation can be obtained:
Beam natural vibration analysis is converted to eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis of matrix ( ) = −1 ( ) ( ). Iteration method is used to calculate base frequency of beam vibration. Through circular calculations, the iteration stops when frequency relative error reaches = ( +1 − )/ < 10 −8 .
Result Comparison and Analysis
Element Accuracy.
Vibration analysis is conducted by dividing beam into one element. Table 1 shows base frequency of beam free vibration and the relative error between calculated solution and theoretical solution.
As shown in Table 1 , the following results can be obtained.
(1) By applying analytical trial function element to the analysis, a more accurate solution can be attained when the relative error is less than 10 −8 . The series of relative error between this solution and theoretical solution is about 1 × 10 −9 . It can be supposed that this error is calculation error of iteration efficiency.
(2) By applying interpolation trial function element to the analysis, the maximum relative error between the solution and theoretical solution reaches 30%. It indicates that dynamic beam element constructed by taking polynomial function as displacement trial function has bigger error.
(3) The solution of dynamic stiffness matrix method [11] is close to theoretical solution. The relative error is almost identical with that calculated by analytical trial function method. The reason is that their displacement curves for vibrating beam are both derived from dynamic equilibrium governing equation. Element load value and node balance condition need to be analyzed in dynamic stiffness matrix method. Dynamic stiffness matrix of beam element can be directly obtained in analytical trial function method. The latter is more simple and intuitive and widely applied.
Element Efficiency.
The beam is divided into 1 element, 2 elements, 10 elements, and 20 elements, respectively. Beam vibration numerical simulation is conducted by applying interpolation trial function method. The relative error of calculated base frequency of free vibration for every typical beam and theoretical solution is obtained. Table 2 presents the results.
As shown in Table 2 , the result of interpolation trial function is closer to theoretical solution with the increasing of element number. But it is obvious that base frequency becomes smaller and its difference with theoretical solution is larger. The reason is that the more the elements are, the lower the structure calculation stiffness is. The greater the difference between the actual stiffness and calculation stiffness. Then the calculated base frequency further has large difference with theoretical solution. It indicates that actual deformation curve for vibrating beam is not polynomial, and polynomial function cannot be taken as displacement trial function for vibrating beam.
Conclusions
Based on the results of this investigation, the following conclusions can be drawn.
(1) The result of interpolation trial function element for simulating beam vibration is not in accordance with theoretical solution, and the relative error is larger. With element number increasing, base frequency becomes smaller and has large difference with theoretical solution. It indicates that vibrating beam displacement mode is different from polynomial mode, and the precision requirement cannot be met by taking polynomial function as displacement trial function for vibrating beam.
(2) The solution of dynamic stiffness matrix method for simulating beam vibration is close to theoretical solution. But, in this method, element load value and node balance condition need to be specially analyzed, and it is not easy to derive nonstructural question. Its application in engineering is limited.
(3) Dynamic stiffness matrix of beam element is obtained by applying analytical trial function put forward in this paper. Base frequencies of four typical beams are attained by analyzing eigenvalue and eigenvector and are compared with theoretical solution. The results show that the series of relative error is about 1 × 10 −9 , and it is actually calculation error of iteration efficiency. The dynamic beam element in the light of analytical trial function put forward in this paper is highprecision element.
